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Details of Visit:

Author: The Joshua Tree
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 3 May 2023
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Usual House of Divine location just a short walk from Victoria. Had the smaller front room.

The Lady:

Jess. What is there to say! Just insanely beautiful. Probably one of the most beautiful girls I've ever
seen.

Bunny.Just simply adorable. Never known a beautiful girl smile and kiss as much. I just want to take
her home and keep her.  

The Story:

Saw Jess and Bunny recently when in London. I've met them both individually and couldn't resist
the temptation to see them together.

Greeted at the door by Jess and almost immediately wanted to take her there and then, fuck me
she's gorgeous. Had a quick shower and after a brief wait the girls entered the room. Jess is just a
drop dead supermodel, Bunny the beautiful and proverbial pocket rocket.

Spent the first few minutes kissing both girls and having a quick catch up and within minutes all
three of us were naked and on the bed. More kissing before Jess sat on my face and Bunny gave
the old fella her full attention, absolute heaven. Managed to bring Jess to a climax so it seemed an
ideal opportunity to swap and do the same to Bunny while Jess did the owo.

Time to fuck and it was like being a kid at Christmas, who to play with first. Condom applied and
Jess jumped on top while Bunny kissed me passionately and plentifully before swapping over after
a few minutes. Time flew past and I enjoyed both in doggy and missionary before an explosive
finish.

Seeing Bunny and Jess together was an amazing experience and so grateful for everything they
did. Yes it's primarily a sexual experience but these two just bounce off each other and it's no
surprise to know that they are friends outside of work. There was chat and laughter and 45 minutes
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of non-stop fun. Absolutely love them both, thank you so much ladies, pure bliss xx
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